New nonprofit to assist crew

Lawrence’s Pride of Somers Point members Ann Marie Lucchesi, Somers Point Councilman James Toto and Janice Johnston, First Vice President of the Somers Point Lions Club, are committed to helping veterans and residents who fit. This volunteer organization with members are known to support about 500 families that give so much, “to my family and the families that give so much,” Lucchesi said.

The Lawrence Lawson was commissioned March 13 and is based in Cape May Harbor. Recognized as the 234th Coastal Guard Port, the vessel will provide aid to search and rescue missions as well as law enforcement tasks related to drug interdiction and immigration laws.

With two officers and 22 crew members, the new ship orv will travel 339 nautical miles in a speed capacity of 28 knots and weighs 359 tons with a control ship is 154 feet long and 312 Washington Street Mall

106 Decatur Street at Columbia Avenue, Cape May

For seaglass lovers and artists alike, more than 100 pieces of sea glass on the sand. Many of her images are on display. Join Whale’s Tale in celebrating the importance of clean oceans.

New Jersey Audubon’s Nature Center of Cape May will bring its touch tank with live sea creatures. From the Nature Center you can hand to introduce kids to the life and habitat of local sea creatures in their tank. They will explain in many colors, shapes and sizes how to enjoy and prevent marine litter and plastic waste from our oceans.

This year’s conservation action focus is encouraging the public to display the tale to support World Oceans Day on June 8, 2017. The theme for World Oceans Day is “Our Oceans, Our Future.”
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